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Course planning 
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•  Preliminary Hazard Analysis 
– Risk management & PHA concepts  (15min) 
– Application          (20min) 

•  Hazop-UML overview       (15min) 
•  UML  

– Concepts introduction      (15min) 
– Application          (20 min) 

•  HAZOP-UML in action 
– Concepts introduction      (15min) 
– Application          (60min) 



RISK MANAGEMENT 



Unwanted effects: harm  

•  Harm: physical injury or damage to the 
health of people, or damage to property 
or the environment. 

•  Three attributes of a harm are usually 
defined the nature of the harm, its severity 
and its probability of occurrence.  
– E.g., nature=cut , severity=recoverable with 

care, probability=frequent 



Nature of harm  



Severity – Table Example 



Probability of occurrence or likelihood  



Risk 
Risk:	combina*on	of	the	probability	of	occurrence	of	harm	and	
the	severity	of	that	harm.	
	Tolerable	risk:	risk	which	is	accepted	in	a	given	context	based	on	
the	current	values	of	society.	
	



Other Risk Estimation 

R = N x C x F x Q  
•  R: risk related to the considered hazard  
•  Q: probability of occurrence of harm  
•  F: frequency and duration of exposure  
•  C: severity of possible harm that can result  
•  N: number of exposed people  



Safety 

•  Safety: freedom from unacceptable risk. 



Causes of harm: hazards  

•  Hazard: potential source of harm  
– Hazardous inherent characteristics (e.g., a cutting 

edge, a toxic substance, etc.) 
– Hazardous controllable states of the system (e.g., 

hazardous motion, suspended mass) 
–  Failure of hardware or software components 
– Human errors 
– Unspecified external events 
– The term hazardous motion is defined in the 

standard [ISO 10218:2006] to be “any motion 
that is likely to cause personal physical injury or 
damage to health”  



Causes of harm: hazards (cont’d) 

•  Hazardous situation: circumstance in which 
people, property or the environment are 
exposed to one or more hazards 

•  Harmful event or accident: occurrence in 
which a hazardous situation results in harm 

•  Incident: event that does not lead to harm, 
but which has the potential to create harm in 
other circumstances 



Example of use of terminology 



•  Risk management 
process overview (ISO)  



Risk management activities 

•  Risk management : coordinated activities to direct and 
control an organization with regard to risk 

–  Risk analysis : systematic use of available information to identify 
hazards and to estimate the risk  

–  Risk Evaluation : process of comparing the estimated risk 
against given risk criteria to determine the significance of the 
risk  

–  Risk treatment : process of selection and implementation of 
measures to modify risk 

•  Risk treatment measures can include reducing, avoiding, optimizing, 
transferring or retaining risk.  

•  Risk reduction : actions taken to lessen the probability, negative 
consequences, or both, associated with a risk 

–  (Risk communication, transfer, etc.) 



Relationship between terms, based on their 
definitions regarding “Risk” (ISO Guide 73) 
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RISK REDUCTION 



Risk analysis techniques 

•  Quantitative state-based 
– Markov chain 
–  Stochastic petri nets 

•  Tree representation based 
–  Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) 
– Event Tree Analysis (ETA) 

•  Table based 
– Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA) 
– HAZard OPerability (HAZOP) 
–  Failure Modes Effects and Criticality Analysis 

(FMECA) 



Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA) 

Selection of PHA worksheet

Introduction

PHA procedure

PHA Main Steps

Prerequisites

Hazard
identification

Frequency

Severity classes

Frequency classes

Risk ranking

Pros and cons

Review

Hazard checklist

Marvin Rausand, October 7, 2005 System Reliability Theory (2nd ed), Wiley, 2004 – 12 / 36

The results of the PHA are usually reported by using a PHA
worksheet (or, a computer program). A typical PHA worksheet is
shown below. Some analyses may require other columns, but
these are the most common.

Ref.
Contingencies/

Preventive actions
Hazard

Accidental event 
(what, where, when)

Probable 
causes

Prob. Sev. Comments

System: Operating mode:
Analyst:
Date:



Failure Modes and Effects Criticality 
Analysis (FMECA) 



Hazard Operability (HAZOP) 
 



Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) 



Event Tree Analysis Event Tree Analysis 

Example

Introduction

Construction

Example:
Separator

Quantitative
analysis

Example

Frequencies of
outcomes

Conclusions

Marvin Rausand, October 7, 2005 System Reliability Theory (2nd ed), Wiley, 2004 – 25 / 28

Consider the generic example:

Accidental
event

Additional 
event I occurs

Barrier I does
not function

Barrier II does
not function

Additional 
event II occurs

Outcome /
consequence

B1

True

False

B2 B3 B4

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

False

False

False

False

False

Outcome 1

Outcome 7

Outcome 6

Outcome 5

Outcome 4

Outcome 3

Outcome 2

Outcome 8

Outcome 9

False



PRELIMINARY HAZARD 
ANALYSIS 
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Preliminary Hazard Analysis 

•  Identify and list potential hazards  
•  Performed during conceptual or preliminary design 
•  uncomplicated and easily learned   

24




PHA - levels 

•  Basic worksheet: Hazard / Effect / 
comments 

25


The PHL worksheet columns are defined as follows:

1. System Element Type This column identifies the type of system items under
analysis, such as system hardware, system functions, system software, energy
sources, and the like.

2. Hazard Number This column identifies the hazard number for reference
purposes.

3. System Item This column is a subelement of data item 1 and identifies the
major system items of interest in the identified category. In the example to fol-
low, the items are first broken into categories of hardware, software, energy
sources, and functions. Hazards are postulated through close examination of
each listed item under each category. For example, if explosives is an intended
hardware element, then explosives would be listed under hardware and again
under energy sources. There may be some duplication, but this allows for the
identification of all explosives-related hazards.

4. Hazard This column identifies the specific hazard that is created as a result
of the indicated system item. (Remember: Document all potential hazards,
even if they are later proven by other analyses to be nonhazardous in this
application.)

5. Hazard Effects This column identifies the effect of the identified hazard. The
effect would be described in terms of resulting system operation, misopera-
tion, death, injury, damage, and so forth. Generally the effect is the resulting
mishap.

6. Comments This column records any significant information, assumptions,
recommendations, and the like resulting from the analysis. For example,
safety critical functions (SCFs), top-level mishaps (TLMs), or system safety
design guidelines might be identified here.

Preliminary Hazard List Analysis 
System Element Type:

No. System Item Hazard Hazard Effects Comments
1

2 3 4 5 6

Figure 4.3 PHL worksheet.

4.6 WORKSHEET 61



PHA – levels (2) 

– Advanced worksheet: include causes / actions 
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Selection of PHA worksheet

Introduction

PHA procedure

PHA Main Steps

Prerequisites

Hazard
identification

Frequency

Severity classes

Frequency classes

Risk ranking

Pros and cons

Review

Hazard checklist

Marvin Rausand, October 7, 2005 System Reliability Theory (2nd ed), Wiley, 2004 – 12 / 36

The results of the PHA are usually reported by using a PHA
worksheet (or, a computer program). A typical PHA worksheet is
shown below. Some analyses may require other columns, but
these are the most common.

Ref.
Contingencies/

Preventive actions
Hazard

Accidental event 
(what, where, when)

Probable 
causes

Prob. Sev. Comments

System: Operating mode:
Analyst:
Date:



PHA – levels (3) 

– Expert worksheet: include quantitative values 
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4. Mishap risk assessment (before and after design safety features are implemented)

5. SCFs and TLMs

6. Recommendations for eliminating or mitigating the hazards

Figure 5.3 shows the columnar format PHA worksheet recommended for SSP usage.
This particular worksheet format has proven to be useful and effective in many
applications and it provides all of the information necessary from a PHA.

The following instructions describe the information required under each column
entry of the PHA worksheet:

1. System This entry identifies the system under analysis.

2. Subsystem/Function This entry identifies the subsystem or function under
analysis.

3. Analyst This entry identifies the name of the PHA analyst.

4. Date This entry identifies the date of the analysis.

5. Hazard Number This column identifies the number assigned to the ident-
ified hazard in the PHA (e.g., PHA-1, PHA-2, etc.). This is for future refer-
ence to the particular hazard source and may be used, for example, in the
hazard action record (HAR) and the hazard tracking system (HTS).

6. Hazard This column identifies the specific hazard being postulated and
evaluated. (Remember: Document all hazard considerations, even if they
are later proven to be nonhazardous.)

7. Causes This column identifies conditions, events, or faults that could cause
the hazard to exist and the events that can trigger the hazardous elements to
become a mishap or accident.

8. Effects This column identifies the effects and consequences of the hazard,
should it occur. Generally, the worst-case result is the stated effect. The
effect ultimately identifies and describes the potential mishap involved.

System:
Subsystem/Function: Preliminary Hazard Analysis

Analyst:
Date:

No. Hazard Causes Effects Mode IMRI Recommended
Action FMRI Comments Status

1 3
2 4

97 8 11 146 10 125 13

Figure 5.3 Recommended PHA worksheet.

5.6 WORKSHEET 79



Application of the basic PHA 

a. Construct list of hardware components and system functions. 
b. Evaluate conceptual system hardware; compare with hazard checklists. 
c. Evaluate system operational functions; compare with hazard checklists. 
d. Identify and evaluate system energy sources to be used; compare with 
energy hazard checklists. 
e. Evaluate system software functions; compare with hazard checklists. 
f. Evaluate possible failure states. 

28


3. Hazardous operations

4. Hazardous components

5. Hazardous materials

6. Lessons learned from similar type systems

7. Undesired mishaps

8. Failure mode and failure state considerations

When all of the data is available, the analysis can begin. PHL analysis involves
comparing the design and integration information to the hazard checklists. If the sys-
tem design uses a known hazard component, hazardous function, hazardous oper-
ation, and the like, then a potential hazard exists. This potential hazard is
recorded on the analysis form and then further evaluated with the level of design
information that is available. Checklists also aid in the brainstorming process for
new hazard possibilities brought about by the unique system design. PHL output
includes: identified hazards, hazard causal factor areas (if possible), resulting mis-
hap effect, and safety critical factors (if any).

The overall PHL methodology is illustrated in Figure 4.2a. In this methodology a
system list is constructed that identifies planned items in the hardware, energy

Checklists 

Energy Sources 

General Hazards 
Mishaps 

Human Hazards 

System List 

Hardware 
Energy Sources 
Functions 
 Software 

     
      

PHL 

Start 

 

  
  
  
 
  
  
  

  
1. Hazard A
2. Hazard B
3. Hazard C
4. Hazard D 
5. …
6. …
7. …

Mechanical
Thermal
Nuclear
Electrical

Energy Source Checklist
Ship Hull
Nuclear Reactor 

Communications
Radar
Crew Controls
Electrical Power
Missiles
Navigation
Engines

Indentured
Equipment List (IEL)

(a)

(b)

PHL

Radiation Release
Detonation
Inadvertent Launch

General Mishaps Checklist

[1a]

[2a]

[3a]

[1b]

[2b]

[3b]

1. Reactor over temperature
2. …
3. …
4. Release of radioactive

material
5. …
6. Inadvertent missile launch
7. …
8. …

Figure 4.2 (a) PHL methodology. (b) PHL methodology example.
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Preliminary	
Hazard	List	



Subset of list of significant hazards (Extracted from ISO 10218 
Annex A, Table A.1 – List of significant hazards which is itself 

based on Annex A of ISO 14121:1999). 





Application 

•  Apply basic PHA to a case study 
•  Discuss benefits and limits 
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HAZOP-UML OVERVIEW 
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HAZard OPerability (HAZOP) 

•  Main principle 
–  System parameter (ex. temperature) 
–  Guide-word from a generic list 

(ex: more, less, etc…) 

–  Deviation identification 
–  Consequences analysis and recommendations 

•  Exemple 
–   Temperature  x  More  =  temperature too high  

33


How	to	iden@fy	these	parameters	and	associated	
devia@ons	?	



HAZOP guidewords 

UML diagrams 

Deviation 
analysis Use	case	diagrams	

Sequence	diagrams	

State	diagrams	
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Table	HAZOP-UML	

Generic	list	
Assistance

Idle

StandingUp

Strolling

SittingDown

catch 
handles

end of course

end of strolling
end of use

start of use

release 
handles

:Patient

: MIRASRobot

1: catchHandles()

2: initiateStandingUp(force)
2.1 : activate
StandingUpMode() 

3. patientStandingUp()
3.1 : courseAssistance()

4 : [end of course] 
activateStrollingMode

sd Standing up nominal

1.1 : detectCatching()

Patient

MIRAS Robot

UC01
Strolling UC02

Standing up 
operation

Medical Staff

UC03
Sitting down 

operation

UC08
Alarm 

Handling

UC10
Patient profile 

learning

Hazards	 Recommenda@ons	

HAZOP-UML HAZOP-UML 

61882  IEC:2001 – 19 –

4.2 Principles of examination

The basis of HAZOP is a “guide word examination” which is a deliberate search for deviations
from the design intent. To facilitate the examination, a system is divided into parts in such a
way that the design intent for each part can be adequately defined. The size of the part
chosen is likely to depend on the complexity of the system and the severity of the hazard. In
complex systems or those which present a high hazard the parts are likely to be small. In
simple systems or those which present low hazards, the use of larger parts will expedite the
study. The design intent for a given part of a system is expressed in terms of elements which
convey the essential features of the part and which represent natural divisions of the part.
The selection of elements to be examined is to some extent a subjective decision in that there
may be several combinations which will achieve the required purpose and the choice may
also depend upon the particular application. Elements may be discrete steps or stages in a
procedure, individual signals and equipment items in a control system, equipment or
components in a process or electronic system, etc.

In some cases it may be helpful to express the function of a part in terms of:

• the input material taken from a source;
• an activity which is performed on that material;
• a product which is taken to a destination.

Thus the design intent will contain the following elements: materials, activities, sources and
destinations which can be viewed as elements of the part.

Elements can often be usefully defined further in terms of characteristics which can be either
quantitative or qualitative. For example, in a chemical system, the element “material” may be
defined further in terms of characteristics such as temperature, pressure and composition. For
the activity “transport”, characteristics such as the rate of movement or the number of
passengers may be relevant. For computer-based systems, information rather than material is
likely to be the subject of each part.

The HAZOP team examines each element (and characteristic, where relevant) for deviation
from the design intent which can lead to undesirable consequences. The identification of
deviations from the design intent is achieved by a questioning process using predetermined
“guide words”. The role of the guide word is to stimulate imaginative thinking, to focus the
study and elicit ideas and discussion, thereby maximizing the chances of study completeness.
Basic guide words and their meanings are given in Table 1.

Table 1 – Basic guide words and their generic meanings

Guide word Meaning

NO OR NOT Complete negation of the design intent

MORE Quantitative increase

LESS Quantitative decrease

AS WELL AS Qualitative modification/increase

PART OF Qualitative modification/decrease

REVERSE Logical opposite of the design intent

OTHER THAN Complete substitution

Boutique AFNOR pour : CNRS - LAAS le 20/3/2009 15:05 CEI 61882:2001:2001-05



Deviation analysis 

Patient

MIRAS Robot

UC01
Strolling

UC02
Standing up 

operation

UC03
Sitting down 

operation

Precondition
Battery charge is 
sufficient to stand 
up and sit down
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                                       Date:           
Prepared by:

Revised by:     

Line Number Attribute  Guide
word Deviation Use Case 

Effect
Real World 

Effect Severity Possible 
Causes

Safety 
Recommandation Remarks Hazard 

Num.

UC02.15

Battery 
charge is 

sufficient to 
do this task 
and to help 

the patient to 
sit down 

(precond)

No/
none

Battery 
charge is too 
low but the 
robot starts 
the standing 
up operation

The robot 
interrupts its 
movement 

(standing up 
or walking)

Loss of 
balance or fall 
of the patient

Serious

HW/SW 
Failure

Specification 
error

Worst-case 
electrical 

consumption 
must be 

evaluated 
beforehand. Take 
the lower bound 
of the battery 

charge 
estimation

If the robot stops 
during standing 
operation, the 
most probable 
scenario is that 
the patient will 
fall back on the 

seat.

HN6

UC02.16 Other 
than

Battery 
charge is high 
enough but 
the robot 

thinks 
otherwise

Robot refuses 
to start stand 
up operation

Patient is 
confused None

HW/SW 
Failure

Specification 
error

None

Project: MIRAS 04/08/2009
HAZOP table number: UC02 DMG
Entity: UC02.Standing up operation JG

Figure 12: HAZOP-UML Table extract

12. Hazard Numbers: real world e↵ects are identified as hazards and as-
signed a number, helping the users to navigate between results of the
study and the HAZOP-UML tables.

In Figure 12 given example, a precondition of UC02 (previously presented in
Figure 4) is analyzed using the guide words No and Other than. It leads to
identify the hazard HN6 (Fall of the patient due to imbalance caused by the
robot).

The resulting documents are the tables as the raw artefacts, but also:

• a concatenated list of identified hazards

• a list of hypotheses made to perform the analysis, which need to be
confirmed by domain experts to validate the study

• a list of safety recommendations

All those documents reference each others using numbered labels for lines,
hazards (HN), recommendations (Rec), and hypothesis. Examples of a haz-
ard table and recommendation list are given in Figure 13 and Figure 14. As
an example, recommendation Rec2 from Figure 14, covers hazards HN6 (fall
of the patient), and has been formulated in the HAZOP table UC02 line 15
(UC02.15).
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Behavior

UseCase

Constraint

+precondition +postcondition**

0..10..1

0..1

*

Figure 8: Reduced concepts for specification of use cases

Entity = Use Case 

Attribute Guideword  Interpretation 

Preconditions/ 
Postconditions/ 

Invariants 

No/none The condition is not evaluated and can have any value  

Other than The condition is evaluated true whereas it is false, or vice versa 

As well as The condition is correctly evaluated but other unexpected conditions are true 

Part of 
 

The condition is partially evaluated 
Some conditions are missing 

Early The condition is evaluated earlier than required for correct synchronization 
with the environment 

Late The condition is evaluated later than required for correct synchronization with 
the environment 

 

Table 1: Guide words list and generic interpretation for use cases

be taken into account. We should then consider that the attributes of a use
case are: preconditions, postconditions, and invariants, which are all UML
Constraints. For this reason, we apply the classical HAZOP guide words to
the concept of constraint in a generic way and formulate an interpretation
to guide the analyst. The result of this work is given in Figure 1. Only
six guide words were interpreted, we also remove many redundancies in the
interpretation. Taking the example of use case “UC02 : standing up oper-
ation” described in Figure 4, the resulting combination of the precondition
“The robot is in front of the patient” with the guide word “No”, leads to
the following scenario: the patient tries to standup while the robot is not
properly positioned, this might induce excessive e↵ort for the patient and
a fall which is catastrophic in our case study. If we consider this use case,

12

Guidewords for UML models 

HAZOP Table 

UML 
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of the patient), and has been formulated in the HAZOP table UC02 line 15
(UC02.15).
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                                       Date:           
Prepared by:

Revised by:     

Line Number Attribute  Guide
word Deviation Use Case 

Effect
Real World 

Effect Severity Possible 
Causes

Safety 
Recommandation Remarks Hazard 

Num.

UC02.15

Battery 
charge is 

sufficient to 
do this task 
and to help 

the patient to 
sit down 

(precond)

No/
none

Battery 
charge is too 
low but the 
robot starts 
the standing 
up operation

The robot 
interrupts its 
movement 

(standing up 
or walking)

Loss of 
balance or fall 
of the patient

Serious

HW/SW 
Failure

Specification 
error

Worst-case 
electrical 

consumption 
must be 

evaluated 
beforehand. Take 
the lower bound 
of the battery 

charge 
estimation

If the robot stops 
during standing 
operation, the 
most probable 
scenario is that 
the patient will 
fall back on the 

seat.

HN6

UC02.16 Other 
than

Battery 
charge is high 
enough but 
the robot 

thinks 
otherwise

Robot refuses 
to start stand 
up operation

Patient is 
confused None

HW/SW 
Failure

Specification 
error

None

Project: MIRAS 04/08/2009
HAZOP table number: UC02 DMG
Entity: UC02.Standing up operation JG

Figure 12: HAZOP-UML Table extract

12. Hazard Numbers: real world e↵ects are identified as hazards and as-
signed a number, helping the users to navigate between results of the
study and the HAZOP-UML tables.

In Figure 12 given example, a precondition of UC02 (previously presented in
Figure 4) is analyzed using the guide words No and Other than. It leads to
identify the hazard HN6 (Fall of the patient due to imbalance caused by the
robot).

The resulting documents are the tables as the raw artefacts, but also:

• a concatenated list of identified hazards

• a list of hypotheses made to perform the analysis, which need to be
confirmed by domain experts to validate the study

• a list of safety recommendations

All those documents reference each others using numbered labels for lines,
hazards (HN), recommendations (Rec), and hypothesis. Examples of a haz-
ard table and recommendation list are given in Figure 13 and Figure 14. As
an example, recommendation Rec2 from Figure 14, covers hazards HN6 (fall
of the patient), and has been formulated in the HAZOP table UC02 line 15
(UC02.15).
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Previous applications 
ANR-MIRAS (2009-2013) Multimodal 
Interactive Robot of Assistance in 
Strolling  
 
FP6-PHRIENDS (2006-2009) : Physical 
Human-Robot Interaction: 
depENDability and Safety. 
 
FP7-SAPHARI (2011-2015) Safe and 
Autonomous Physical Human-Aware 
Robot Interaction.   
 
H2020 – CPSE-Labs (2016-2019) Cyber-
Physical Systems Engineering Labs 
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Collaborative work between a human and a robot is possible
(e.g., the robot can give an object to the human). The arm is
the KUKA Light Weight Robot (LWR), a seven degrees of free-
dom arm which contains torque and motor position sensors.
The mobile base is the KUKA omnirob product.

! FP7-SAPHARI (Safe and Autonomous Physical Human-Aware
Robot Interaction) (SAPHARI, 2011–2015). As in PHRIENDS, an
Industrial coworker operates in a manufacturing setting acces-
sible to human workers. The mobile manipulator may encoun-
ter humans while moving between the different workstations
because the operation area is freely accessible to human work-
ers. It takes and places part boxes on shelves, work stations, or
on the robot base in order to convey them. The robot navigates
autonomously in its operation area. When the robot encounters
unexpected or difficult situations the worker might intervene
and help by giving the robot direct haptic instructions.

For all three experiments, we followed the same procedure. We
recruited analysts (an engineer for PHRIENDS, a postdoctoral for
MIRAS, and a Phd student for SAPHARI), who were trained in our
laboratory to HAZOP–UML. As a first step, they were in charge of
modeling the UML diagrams, and validate them with robotic and
domain experts (for instance in MIRAS, validation was also per-
formed by doctors from the hospitals of the project). A second step
was the deviation analysis performed only by the recruited analyst,
followed by a revision by another member of our laboratory
already trained to HAZOP–UML. Then, the resulting hazard and
recommendation lists were discussed and validated by the robotic
and domain experts. Quantitative data (e.g., working time or num-
bers of deviations) and qualitative data (e.g., traceability or modi-
fiability) coming from these experiments are presented in this
section, and structured according to the following properties:

! Applicability: we estimated the resources needed for the appli-
cation of HAZOP–UML.

! Guide words relevance: this is a critical point of the method as
all the results will depend on the ability of those guide words to
guide the analyst.

! Validity: we compared results from a Preliminary Hazard Anal-
ysis to HAZOP–UML to assess its validity.

! Usability: some benefits and limits of HAZOP–UML while using
it.

4.1. HAZOP–UML applicability

Classic HAZOP is usually applied in collaborative workshops,
involving many partners to maximize the chances of study com-
pleteness. On the contrary, HAZOP–UML can be applied by a single
analyst and then validated by experts. This comes from the fact
that the study is always based on a UML model, which has been
done in collaboration with stakeholders (e.g., robotic engineers or
medical staff). The fact that their knowledge has been captured
by UML models, makes the safety analyst task more independent
from domain experts. Of course, during the analysis several ques-
tions arise, and hypotheses need to be made to carry out the anal-
ysis. They need then to be validated by the experts (this is why we
propose to produce a hypotheses list).

Considering that a single analyst can perform most of the work,
we also evaluate the effort to perform the complete analysis. Num-
bers are given in Table 4 for the three robotic projects. The state-
machine version of HAZOP–UML has only been applied to MIRAS
and statistics are presented in Table 5.

For the three projects, the complexity was nearly the same
(between 39 and 54 use case conditions, and 91 and 122 messages
in sequence diagrams). For each project one analyst has been
recruited. Those three analysts were a post-doctoral, an engineer,

and a Dr-engineer. ‘‘Analyzed deviations” stands for the number
of deviations the analyst has considered, but only a part of them
leads to an ‘Interpreted deviations”.

The resulting numbers show that no combinatory explosion
happened, and less than 0.5 man-month was necessary for each
study. Few iterations for table updates were needed (between 2
and 3). The presented tool in Section 3.3 was under development
during those three projects, so we used a classic spreadsheet soft-
ware with templates and macros. The cross checking between
HAZOP tables and UML diagrams was then done by hand, which
is clearly a limit that we want to reduce with our tool. Same con-
clusions were drawn for the state machine study, which was only
applied to the MIRAS project (Table 5). However, those three pro-
jects were successful regarding the applicability of our method.

4.2. HAZOP–UML guide words relevance

For all projects, statistics of guide word usage have been made.
The results of PHRIENDS project are presented in Tables 6 and 7. A
first remark is that most of the guide words have been used by the
analyst except in some special cases. The lifeline attribute is partic-
ularly useful when the robotic system is communicating with dif-
ferent actors (e.g., other robots), which was not the case in our
project. The PHRIENDS UML diagrams also did not include any con-
straint on the messages, so the ‘‘Interaction constraints” guide
words weren’t used either in our case study. The guide word ‘‘Less
than” (Message sent less often than intended) was also not used, as
no constraint on frequency for messages was specified in the UML
diagrams. The analyst also considered that ‘‘Part of” (only a part of
a set of message is sent) was not relevant, because the level of
description of UML diagram did not allow to consider parts of a
message (as it may be the case with complex message sending
with long protocol). Nevertheless, we chose to keep these guide
words as in some special cases they would be applicable.

Another result, which is not presented here, is the redundancy
of the hazards found, with different guide words. This is actually
not an issue, because our main objective is to find a list of hazards,
whatever guide word used to identify it. To determine if the guide

Table 4
Statistics for the application of HAZOP–UML for the three projects.

PHRIENDS MIRAS SAPHARI

Use cases 9 11 15
Conditions 39 45 54
Analyzed deviations 297 317 324
Interpreted deviations 179 134 65
Interpreted deviations with

recommendation
120 72 50

Sequence diagrams 9 12 16
Messages 91 52 122
Analyzed deviations 1397 676 2196
Interpreted deviations 589 163 87
Interpreted deviations with

recommendation
274 85 36

Number of hazards 21 16 28

Table 5
Statistics for the application of HAZOP–UML State-machine only to MIRAS.

MIRAS

State machine diagram 1
States 9
Transitions 19
Analyzed deviations 215
Interpreted deviations with 161
recommandation

234 J. Guiochet / Safety Science 84 (2016) 225–237



HAZOP-UML -ity 

ü Applicability: model based systematic analysis / few 
ressources / controlled complexity 

ü Validity: has been compared to classic Preliminary 
Hazard Analysis 

ü Usability: Simple / first step of the dev. Process / share 
models with system developers 

ü Transferability: no specific tool / already 
transferred to several indus & research partners 
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UNIFIED MODELING 
LANGUAGE 

UML 
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Why use a model? 

•  A model is used when: 
–  Reality is too complex (simplification) 
–  A concept is required (abstraction) 
–  Direct modification of the design is too hazardous 

(representation) 
–  Communicate between developers 
–  Prevent and eliminate errors of specification/design 
–  Guarantee tracability from requirements to implementation 
–  Perform non functional analysis (performance, verification, 

etc.) 

Concept

Real object

Descriptive 
model

Prescriptive 
model

Modeling

Modification 
"virtuelle"

Implementation

Hazardous 
modification



quences via the spoken command “Change Mode.” This
makes the system very flexible.

Programming Complex Motions
by Demonstration
To program new motions, the robotic system is equipped
with two programming environments. In keyboard mode, the
robot is programmed in the traditional way, available in almost
all robots. In this mode, with the keyboard point-to-point po-
sitions on a trajectory are generated that are traced and stored
in a database. In programming by demonstration mode

(RPD), the programmer demonstrates the task to be executed
with his own hand. The motions are measured, recorded, and
processed so that the robot can reproduce them. Many ap-
proaches described in the literature [3-5] share a common fea-
ture: they are designed mainly for simple pick-and-place
applications like those found in industry, such as loading pal-
ettes and sorting and feeding parts. Neither the demonstrated
motion trajectory nor the dynamics of the motion, such as the
speed or general time response, are considered. But in the field
of rehabilitation robots like FRIEND, where the tasks are
much more complicated, this information is of great impor-

MARCH 2001 IEEE Robotics & Automation Magazine 59

Speech Control Feedback Programmer
With Data Glove Feedback

Man-Machine Interface

Command Interpreter

Programming

Teach-In Program by
Demonstration

Controller

Robot
Controller

KCC Wheelchair
Controller

Sequences

Preprogrammed
Movements

Parameterizable
Scripts

RS232

CAN

CAN

Actions

Gripper
Action

Docking
Action

Knowledge Base

Environment
Model

Object
Database

Sensors

Image
Processing Odometry

Component

Component

Component

Component

Implemented

Future Integration

Current
Integration

Work of 2nd
Research

Group

Command

Data Command + Status

Status

Fig. 2. Architecture of the system FRIEND.

A	FRIEND	for	Assis@ng	Handicapped	People,	CHRISTIAN	MARTENS,	NILS	RUCHEL,	OLIVER	LANG,	OLEG	IVLEV,	and	AXEL	GRÄSER,	IEEE	Robo@cs	&	Automa@on	Magazine,	2001	



Functional decomposition 

•  Traditional approach 
•  Each module is a step of the global 

process 
•  Functional division from specification to 

subprograms 



Functional decomposition 

Main	func@on	

Subfunc@on	1	 Subfunc@on	2	

Subfunc@on	
1.1	

Subfunc@on	
1.2	

Subfunc@on	
2.1	

Subfunc@on	
2.2	



Object decomposition 

•  More recent approach (computer systems) 
•  Each module is an object of the 

application 
•  Objects are autonomous entities that 

collaborate to reach a goal 



•  Function is carried with collaborative 
objects 

Object division 

Door	

Light	 BuZon	

Li[	

3:open	

2	:	blink	

1.	go	to	ground	floor	



Functional approach 

•  More intuitive 
•  Focus on “DO” 
•  Suits when all is known in advance 
•  BUT 

– Stiff Architecture 
– Evolvability is limited 
– Not suitable to discovery 



Object approach 

•  Focus on “BE” 
•  Simple (small number of concepts) 
•  Reasonning on abstraction (object of the 

domain) 
•  Suitable for discovery and evolvability 
•  BUT 

– Hard to understand for people used to 
functional approach. 



Object Oriented advantages 

•  Lead to more stable model 
– Based on real world 

•  Independancy from fucntions 
– Evolvability 

•  Encapsulate complexity 
– Suitable for reuse 



What do we need ? 

•  A modelling language 
–  Clear notation 
–  Usability 

•  Not too complex 
•  Exchange data between developers, and stakholders  

–  Completeness and consistency semantics 

•  A developement process 

Method = Language + Process 



The unified notation UML 

•  Comes from BOOCH, OMT and OOSE 
•  And take good ideas from other methods 
•  Convergence of notations 
•  A unique example of standard notation 

which is a de facto standard (in computer 
science) 



UML development 

UML	1.0	

UML	1.5	

UML	2.0	 (free	on	www.omg.org)	

September	2001	

August	2005	

1995	

1996	

StandardizaGon	by	OMG	
Sptember	1997	



Summary 

•  UML is a notation not a method 
•  UML is an object modelling language 
•  UML is suitable for all object development 
•  UML is free 

UML is a de facto standard for the 
notation of object oriented 

development 



UML diagrams 



•  Structural representation fo an element 
–  Internal structure (composition) et external 

(relationships and dependencies wtih other elements) 

 
 

•  Dynamic representation 
–  Behavior considering time : interaction with other 

elements, modification of its internal state… 

Element	C	

Two types : structural and dynamic 

SubElement	A	

SubElement	B	

	
Element	A	

	

Element	B	
	

In@	()	



UML 2 diagrams 



Object diagram 

•  Represents objects and their relationships 
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3.40 Composite Object

3.40.1 Semantics

A composite object represents a high-level object made of tightly-bound parts. This is

an instance of a composite class, which implies the composition aggregation between

the class and its parts. A composite object is similar to (but simpler and more restricted

than) a collaboration; however, it is defined completely by composition in a static

model. See Section 3.48, “Composition,” on page 3-81.

3.40.2 Notation

A composite object is shown as an object symbol. The name string of the composite

object is placed in a compartment near the top of the rectangle (as with any object).

The lower compartment holds the parts of the composite object instead of a list of

attribute values. (However, even a list of attribute values may be regarded as the parts

of a composite object, so there is not a great difference.) It is possible for some of the

parts to be composite objects with further nesting.

3.40.3 Example

Figure 3-39 Composite Objects

horizontalBar:ScrollBar

verticalBar:ScrollBar

awindow : Window

surface:Pane

title:TitleBar

moves

moves



Class diagram 

•  Represents static structure with classes 
and their relationships 

Window

ScrollBar TitleBar Pane

1
2

1
1

1
1



Component diagram 

•  Represents  physical components of a 
system 



Deployement diagram 

•  Represents the deployement of the 
components on hardware devices 



Use case diagram 

•  Represents objectives of the use of the 
system according to actors view point 
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Sequence diagram 

•  Represents interations between objects 
according to time. 

:RobotInterface

Uesr

:RobotController

start Feeding start Feeding

Move to 
feed positionready for feeding

display information



Communication diagram 

•  Equivalent to sequence diagram but with a spacial 
representation 



Timing Diagram 
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State-Transition diagram 

•  Represents life cycle of an object 
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A final state is shown as a circle surrounding a small solid filled circle (a bull’s eye). It

represents the completion of activity in the enclosing state and it triggers a transition

on the enclosing state labeled by the implicit activity completion event (usually

displayed as an unlabeled transition), if such a transition is defined.

In some cases, it is convenient to hide the decomposition of a composite state. For

example, the state machine inside a composite state may be very large and may simply

not fit in the graphical space available for the diagram. In that case, the composite state

may be represented by a simple state graphic with a special “composite” icon, usually

in the lower right-hand corner. This icon, consisting of two horizontally placed and

connected states, is an optional visual cue that the state has a decomposition that is not

shown in this particular statechart diagram (Figure 3-74 on page 3-142). Instead, the

contents of the composite state are shown in a separate diagram. Note that the “hiding”

here is purely a matter of graphical convenience and has no semantic significance in

terms of access restrictions.

3.76.3 Examples

Figure 3-73 Sequential Substates

Figure 3-74 Composite State with hidden decomposition indicator icon

Start

entry/ start dial tone

Partial Dial

entry/number.append(n)

digit(n)

digit(n)

[number.isValid()]

Dialing

exit/ stop dial tone

HiddenComposite

entry/ start dial tone
exit/ stop dial tone



Activity diagram 

•  Represents an activity 
flow in an operation, 
a use case or a 
business process 

Coffee 
Pot 

Wake Up 

Get Cups 

Turn on Coffee Pot 

Coffee Done 

Drink Coffee 



Classes and objects 



The objects 

•  Real world objects born, live and dead 
•  Computer system objects are a simple 

representation of real world elements 
•  Objects represent concrete entities (a 

sensor, an actuator) or abstract (PID 
regulator, Neural…) 



Graphical notation of object 

One	object	 Another	object	

And	another	one	



Objects are abstractions 

•  An abstraction is a summary of essential 
caracteristics 

•  Hide the details 
•  An abstraction depends on a viewpoint 

(e.g. mathematicals, automatics, 
architectural) 



Abstraction examples 

•  A television 
•  A complex number 
•  A financial operation 
•  A logical gate 
•  A battery 
•  An actuator 
•  A sensor 
•  A PID regulator 
•  A joint 



Object chaos 

•  Many objects 
•  Humans are always classing/categorizing in 

order to understand: animals, plants, 
mushrooms, atoms… 



Object chaos cont’d 



Classes 

•  A class is an abstraction of several objects 
•  Can be interpreted as a factorization 



Classes and objects 
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3.40 Composite Object

3.40.1 Semantics

A composite object represents a high-level object made of tightly-bound parts. This is

an instance of a composite class, which implies the composition aggregation between

the class and its parts. A composite object is similar to (but simpler and more restricted

than) a collaboration; however, it is defined completely by composition in a static

model. See Section 3.48, “Composition,” on page 3-81.

3.40.2 Notation

A composite object is shown as an object symbol. The name string of the composite

object is placed in a compartment near the top of the rectangle (as with any object).

The lower compartment holds the parts of the composite object instead of a list of

attribute values. (However, even a list of attribute values may be regarded as the parts

of a composite object, so there is not a great difference.) It is possible for some of the

parts to be composite objects with further nesting.

3.40.3 Example

Figure 3-39 Composite Objects
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Classes Relationship 
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3.50.4 Example

Figure 3-47 Styles of Displaying Generalizations

Shape

SplineEllipsePolygon

Shape

SplineEllipsePolygon

Shared Target Style

Separate Target Style

. . .

. . .
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3.43.4 Style Guidelines

If there are multiple adornments on a single association end, they are presented in the

following order, reading from the end of the path attached to the classifier toward the

bulk of the path:

• qualifier

• aggregation symbol

• navigation arrow

Rolenames and multiplicity should be placed near the end of the path so that they are

not confused with a different association. They may be placed on either side of the

line. It is tempting to specify that they will always be placed on a given side of the line

(clockwise or counterclockwise), but this is sometimes overridden by the need for

clarity in a crowded layout. A rolename and a multiplicity may be placed on opposite

sides of the same association end, or they may be placed together (for example, “*

employee”).

3.43.5 Example

Figure 3-41 Various Adornments on Association Roles

3.43.6 Mapping

The adornments on the end of an association path map into properties of the

corresponding role of the Association. In general, implications cannot be drawn from

the absence of an adornment (it may simply be suppressed) but see the preceding

descriptions for details. The interface specifier maps into the “specification” rolename

in the AssociationEnd-Classifier association.

Polygon Point
Contains
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GraphicsBundle

color
texture
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-bundle
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Generaliza@on	

Composi@on	
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Object dynamics 



Communication between objects 

•  System = society of collaborative objects 
•  Object work together to perform the 

service  
•  The behavior of a system depends on how 

the objects collaborate 



A message 

•  Is the communication unit between 
objects 

•  Very general concept with various 
application 

•  Can represents both control and data flow 
and also events, or activities 



Communication diagram 

•  A send a message X to object B, the 
object B sent Y to C, then etc… 



Sequence diagram 

•  Lifelines are objects  
•  The tag is objectName:ClassName 
         

  is for a message  
         is a return  

Time	



Collaboration and sequence diagram 



Exercise : Simple Watch 

From	class	diagram	:	
1.  Perform	a	sequence	diagram	of	the	following	scenario	:	a	user	wants	to	

set	the	minutes		
	Pushing	twice	the	bu=on	1,	he	can	set	the	minutes	(hours	blinks	and	
then	minutes).	Then	with	the	bu=on	2	(with	releasing	it),	minutes	
are	incremented.	Once	minutes	are	set,	the	user	push	the	bu=on	1	
and	the	minutes	stop	blinking.	

				

BuZon	1	

BuZon	2	



Simple watch: Sequence diagram 

UML2	nota@on	

loop	



Simple Watch: Communication diagram 



Use cases 



Use cases 

•  Represent functional requirements 

System

Actor 1

Use case X

Use case Y

Actor 2



Why use case diagrams ? 

•  A graphical modelling of requirements 
•  Used by final users to express/discuss 

about their requirements 
•  Are usefull to communicate at the first 

steps of the developement 
•  Are a basis for functional testing and other 

activities 



Project main thread 

User

Use cases

Analyst
express

Testing

Architect

Developper

understand

check
realize

implement



Actors 

•  Represent roles that humans, hardware 
devices, or external systems play while 
interacting with the given system 

•  They are not part of the system and are 
situated outside of the system boundary 

•  Actors may be both at input and output 
ends of a use case  

Operator

<<actor>>
Monitoring 

System
Patient



Identify actors 

•  Define system boundary to identify actors 
correctly  

•  Identify users and systems that depend on the 
system’s primary and secondary functionalities  

•  Identify hardware and software platforms with 
which the system interacts  

•  Select entities that play distinctly different roles in 
the system  

•  Identify as actors external entities with common 
goals and direct interaction with the system  

•  Denote actors as nouns 



Identifying Use Cases 

•  Interactions between actors and the 
system  

•  Objectives of the actors 
•  Services delivered by the system 
•  A use case encompasses several scenarios 

(nominal, exceptions, alternatives) 
To name the use cases, give it a verb name 
to show the action that must be performed 

Patient

Control task 
speed

Feeding with 
assistance

Robot



Scenarios 

•  Specify behaviour of use case by description, 
not modeling  
– Examples include informal structured text, formal 

structured text with conditions, and pseudocode  
•  Typically specify:  

– How and when the use case starts and ends  
–  Interaction with the actors and the exchange of 

objects  
–  Flow of events: main / typical (success), 

alternative (success), and exceptional (failure) 
flows 



Example of UC textual description 
<project>	

Use-Case:	 <use-case	name>	

Brief	DescripGon	 <brief	descrip@on	of	use-case>	

Actor	Brief	DescripGons	 <Actor	1	Name>	
	

PrecondiGons	 <pre-condi@on	1>	

Basic	Flow	of	Events	
	

The	use	case	begins	when	<actor>,	<does	something>…	
<basic	flow	step	1>	
…		
<basic	flow	step	n>	
The	use	case	ends.	

AlternaGve	Flows	
	

<alternate	flow	1>	
If	in	step	<x>	of	the	basic	flow	the	<actor	or	system	does	something>,	then		
<describe	flow>			
The	use	case	resumes	at	step	<y>	

Subflows		 <subflow	1,	step	1>	
…	
<subflow	1,	step	n>	
	

Post-condiGons	 <post-condiGon	1>	

Special	Requirements	
	

<special	requirement	1>	
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HAZOP guidewords 

UML diagrams 

Deviation analysis 
Use	case	diagrams	

Sequence	diagrams	

State	diagrams	
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HAZOP-UML	tables	

Assistance

Idle

StandingUp

Strolling

SittingDown

catch 
handles

end of course

end of strolling
end of use

start of use

release 
handles

:Patient

: MIRASRobot

1: catchHandles()

2: initiateStandingUp(force)
2.1 : activate
StandingUpMode() 

3. patientStandingUp()
3.1 : courseAssistance()

4 : [end of course] 
activateStrollingMode

sd Standing up nominal

1.1 : detectCatching()

Patient

MIRAS Robot

UC01
Strolling UC02

Standing up 
operation

Medical Staff

UC03
Sitting down 

operation

UC08
Alarm 

Handling

UC10
Patient profile 

learning

Hazards	 Recommenda@ons	

HAZOP-UML HAZOP-UML 

61882  IEC:2001 – 19 –

4.2 Principles of examination

The basis of HAZOP is a “guide word examination” which is a deliberate search for deviations
from the design intent. To facilitate the examination, a system is divided into parts in such a
way that the design intent for each part can be adequately defined. The size of the part
chosen is likely to depend on the complexity of the system and the severity of the hazard. In
complex systems or those which present a high hazard the parts are likely to be small. In
simple systems or those which present low hazards, the use of larger parts will expedite the
study. The design intent for a given part of a system is expressed in terms of elements which
convey the essential features of the part and which represent natural divisions of the part.
The selection of elements to be examined is to some extent a subjective decision in that there
may be several combinations which will achieve the required purpose and the choice may
also depend upon the particular application. Elements may be discrete steps or stages in a
procedure, individual signals and equipment items in a control system, equipment or
components in a process or electronic system, etc.

In some cases it may be helpful to express the function of a part in terms of:

• the input material taken from a source;
• an activity which is performed on that material;
• a product which is taken to a destination.

Thus the design intent will contain the following elements: materials, activities, sources and
destinations which can be viewed as elements of the part.

Elements can often be usefully defined further in terms of characteristics which can be either
quantitative or qualitative. For example, in a chemical system, the element “material” may be
defined further in terms of characteristics such as temperature, pressure and composition. For
the activity “transport”, characteristics such as the rate of movement or the number of
passengers may be relevant. For computer-based systems, information rather than material is
likely to be the subject of each part.

The HAZOP team examines each element (and characteristic, where relevant) for deviation
from the design intent which can lead to undesirable consequences. The identification of
deviations from the design intent is achieved by a questioning process using predetermined
“guide words”. The role of the guide word is to stimulate imaginative thinking, to focus the
study and elicit ideas and discussion, thereby maximizing the chances of study completeness.
Basic guide words and their meanings are given in Table 1.

Table 1 – Basic guide words and their generic meanings

Guide word Meaning

NO OR NOT Complete negation of the design intent

MORE Quantitative increase

LESS Quantitative decrease

AS WELL AS Qualitative modification/increase

PART OF Qualitative modification/decrease

REVERSE Logical opposite of the design intent

OTHER THAN Complete substitution

Boutique AFNOR pour : CNRS - LAAS le 20/3/2009 15:05 CEI 61882:2001:2001-05



HAZOP-UML Process 

1.  UML models 
–  Actors & use cases identification, pre/post 

conditions and invariant identification for 
each use case 

– Sequence diagram (nominal & alternative) for 
each use case 

2.  Deviation analysis for each element and 
for each attribute of UML diagrams (UC 
conditions & messages) 
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To cope with the previous issues, we suggest a hazard identifi-
cation technique with the following objectives:

1. applicable from the very beginning of the development process,
2. includes human activity as a source of hazard,
3. provides guidance for analysts with list of guide words,
4. focuses on operational hazards, i.e., hazards linked with the

robot tasks and interactions.

Among risk analysis techniques, the most widely used are Pre-
liminary Hazard Analysis (PHA), Hazard Operability Analysis
(HAZOP), Fault Tree Analysis (FTA), and Failure Mode, Effects, and
Criticality Analysis (FMECA). The two first may be applied as haz-
ard analysis at the very early steps of a development process,
whereas FTA and FMECA are more dedicated to advanced steps,
focusing more on reliability aspects. Thus, we chose to base our
method on HAZOP, and to combine it with the system modeling
language UML (Unified Modeling Language). This method devel-
oped at LAAS (Guiochet et al., 2010, 2013; Martin-Guillerez et al.,
2010), has been successfully applied in several French and
European projects (PHRIENDS, 2006–2009; SAPHARI, 2011–2015;
MIRAS, 2009–2013) in collaboration with robot manufacturers
(KUKA Robotics, AIRBUS Group and Robosoft). This paper synthe-
sizes for the first time our work on HAZOP–UML, and proposes
an analysis of the applications in these projects.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
provides background on UML and HAZOP. In Section 3, we present
the HAZOP–UMLmethod, and in Section 4, results of several exper-
iments are analyzed and discussed. In Section 5, related work on
model-based safety analysis is compared to our approach. We
conclude in Section 6 by outlining the benefits and limits of
HAZOP–UML, and listing some future directions.

2. Background

2.1. Unified Modeling Language

UML (Unified Modeling Language) is a graphical notation, widely
used in software and system engineering domains to support early
steps of the development process. Its specification is available on
the Object Management Group UML page.1 The current version
(UML 2), has thirteen diagrams, that could be classified in static dia-
grams (e.g., class diagram) and dynamic diagrams (e.g., use case,
sequence and state machine diagrams). UML is a language, and not a
method, as it is not specified in which chronological order each diagram
must be used. But, use cases and sequence diagrams are typically used
at the beginning of any project development. State machine diagrams
are also widely used in reactive systems as robot controllers. Hence,
we will present those three diagrams, focusing only in the elements
we will use for our approach. One main pitfall using this language is
to mix different levels of details in the same diagram. For instance, mix-
ing some high level specifications with implementation constraints on
the same diagram is error prone and also not recommended for the
safety analysis. This is why we also put forward in this paper some
modeling rules to avoid this pitfall and to guide the analysts.

As a running example, we will use some models of the case study
MIRAS (2009–2013), an assistive robot presented Fig. 1, for standing
up, sitting down and walking, and also capable of health-state mon-
itoring of the patients. It is designed to be used in elderly care centers
by people suffering from gait and orientation problems where a clas-
sic wheeled walker (or ‘‘rollator”), is not sufficient for patient auton-
omy. The robotic rollator is composed of a mobile base and a moving
handlebar.

2.1.1. Use case diagrams
This diagram is the basic requirement UML model, presenting

the system to analyze, the actors communicating with it, and the
objectives for the use of the system: the use cases. The example
of Fig. 2 only presents a subset of the complete use case diagram
(15 use cases), and the two involved actors. In this diagram, the
proposed services are to help the patient to stand up (UC02),
deambulate (UC01), and sit down (UC03). The system is also able
to detect physiological issues and trigger an alarm (patient heart-
beat and fatigue, in UC08). We also represent that the system offers
the profile learning facility (UC10). In some projects using UML the
mechanical part of a robot is represented as a UML actor, and the
system boundary (the box around use cases) defines the robot con-
troller (including software and hardware). We do not recommend
using such an approach to perform the hazard identification,
indeed, the complete system has to be studied as a whole.

This diagram provides an expressive and simple mean to com-
municate between developers, analysts and users. This graphical
representation is always completed with a textual description as
in Fig. 3. Important information such pre and post conditions,
and non-functional requirements are included. Use case diagram
only represents functional requirements. Textual description of
the normal, alternative and exception flows may also be presented
with sequence diagrams as presented hereafter.

In the UML OMG standard, some relations may exist between
use cases (mainly the relations extend and include) but we recom-
mend not to use them, as they often lead to misunderstandings and
to an unclear application of the HAZOP–UML method. In order to
prepare the HAZOP–UML study, an extract from the use case tex-
tual description should be done, with only the pre and post condi-
tions, and also the invariants coming from safety properties in the
‘‘Non functional requirements” category. An example of such a
table is given in Fig. 4 for the UC02 of the MIRAS running example.

2.1.2. Sequence diagrams
Fig. 5 shows a sequence diagram, describing a possible scenario,

which is actually an instance of an UML use case. This diagram
shows a nominal scenario for the UC02. Other scenarios are possi-
ble for the UC02, like alternative flow of events (e.g., the patient
releases the handles while she is standing up). This second scenario
will be represented with another sequence diagram (not presented
here). The expressiveness of such diagram is well adapted to repre-
sent human–robot interactions, and have proven to be useful while
discussing with other stakeholders who are not experts in this lan-
guage (doctors, mechanical engineers, etc.). All messages

Fig. 1. MIRAS robot prototype during clinical investigation.

1 www.uml.org: accessed 2015-05-15.
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exchanged between actors and the system are represented along
their lifelines. In our case three types of messages are used:

! indirect interaction through robot teach pendant (hardware or
software interfaces),

! cognitive interaction, e.g., gesture or voice/audio signals are
exchanged,

! physical interaction, direct contact between physical structure of
the robot and the user.

In the example of Fig. 5, the messages are all physical contacts,
so we did not add this information which can be done using a UML
annotation. In UML, a sequence diagram is a representation of an
Interaction, where actors and the system (Lifeline), send some Mes-
sage that might have Arguments and Constraints. Here the message
2:initiateStandingUp is sent to the robot with a force exerced on the
handles. As the time increases from top to bottom, each message
has a sending and receiving occurrence event. It is also possible to
represent on a message a guard condition for its execution (e.g.,
[end of course] of message 4).

We recommend not to use the UML2 fragments (loops, alterna-
tives, etc.) but to rather use several diagrams to represent alterna-
tives flows for instance. We also recommend to draw a system
sequence diagram, i.e., representing only the actors and the system,
and not the internal objects of the system.

2.1.3. State machines
These deterministic automata diagrams are based on the state-

charts proposed by Harel (1987). A state machine is given for all
the objects with a dynamic behavior. An example is given in
Fig. 6 where the considered object is the MIRAS robot controller.
A transition is represented with an arrow between a start state
and a destination state, and can have the following facultative form
of event [guard]/ action(), where:

! event is the trigger element of the transition, which could be:
– signal event: asynchronous external event (e.g., button

pressed, voice command)
– call event: reception of an operation called by another object

of the system
– change event: a change of a boolean variable based on the

estimation of a system variable
– temporal event (after orwhen): expired duration after(<dura-

tion>), or absolute time when(date=hdatei)
! guard is a condition estimated only if the event occurs
! action is a list of actions performed instantly when the transi-
tion is triggered

In this method we use state diagrams to specify at the begin-
ning of a project, the different operational modes of the robot. This
diagram is also useful for the detailed design and implementation
of the robot controller, which is out of the scope of this paper.

2.2. HAZOP

HAZOP (HAZard OPerability) is a collaborative hazard identifi-
cation technique, developed in the 70’s, and is widely used in the
process industries. It is now standardized by the standard
IEC61882 (2001). Its success mainly lies in its simplicity and the
possibility to apply it at the very beginning of the development
process. It is also adaptable to the formalism used to describe a sys-
tem as presented in the standard DefStan00-58 (2000). HAZOP
does not consider failure modes as FMECA, but potential deviations
of the main parameters of the process. For each part of the system,
the identification of the deviation is systematically done with the
conjunction of:

! system parameters, e.g., in the case of an industrial process:
temperature, pressure, flow, etc.,

! guide words like: No, More, Less or Reverse.

The role of the guide word is to stimulate imaginative ideas and
initiate discussions. A proposed list of guide words is given in
Fig. 7. For instance, we can have the following conjunctions (e.g.,
for a chemical process):

Patient

MIRAS Robot

UC01
Strolling UC02

Standing up 
operation

Medical Staff

UC03
Sitting down 

operation

UC08
Alarm 

Handling

UC10

learning

Actor

Use case

Association

Studied system boundary

Fig. 2. Extract of MIRAS use case diagram from Guiochet et al. (2013).

Use Case Name [Name of the use case]
Actors [An actor is a person or other entity external to the system being 

specified who interacts with the system and performs use cases 
to accomplish tasks]

Preconditions [Activities that must take place, or any conditions that must be 
true, before the use case can be started]

Normal 
Flow

Description [User actions and system responses that will take place during 
execution of the use case under normal, expected conditions.]

Postconditions [State of the system at the conclusion of the use case execution
with a normal flow (nominal) ]

Alternative flows and 
exceptions

[Major alternative flows or exceptions that may occur in the flow 
of event]

Non functional 
requirements

[All non-functional requirement : e.g., dependability (safety, 
reliability, etc.), performance, ergonomic ]

Fig. 3. Use case textual description template.
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exchanged between actors and the system are represented along
their lifelines. In our case three types of messages are used:

! indirect interaction through robot teach pendant (hardware or
software interfaces),

! cognitive interaction, e.g., gesture or voice/audio signals are
exchanged,

! physical interaction, direct contact between physical structure of
the robot and the user.

In the example of Fig. 5, the messages are all physical contacts,
so we did not add this information which can be done using a UML
annotation. In UML, a sequence diagram is a representation of an
Interaction, where actors and the system (Lifeline), send some Mes-
sage that might have Arguments and Constraints. Here the message
2:initiateStandingUp is sent to the robot with a force exerced on the
handles. As the time increases from top to bottom, each message
has a sending and receiving occurrence event. It is also possible to
represent on a message a guard condition for its execution (e.g.,
[end of course] of message 4).

We recommend not to use the UML2 fragments (loops, alterna-
tives, etc.) but to rather use several diagrams to represent alterna-
tives flows for instance. We also recommend to draw a system
sequence diagram, i.e., representing only the actors and the system,
and not the internal objects of the system.

2.1.3. State machines
These deterministic automata diagrams are based on the state-

charts proposed by Harel (1987). A state machine is given for all
the objects with a dynamic behavior. An example is given in
Fig. 6 where the considered object is the MIRAS robot controller.
A transition is represented with an arrow between a start state
and a destination state, and can have the following facultative form
of event [guard]/ action(), where:

! event is the trigger element of the transition, which could be:
– signal event: asynchronous external event (e.g., button

pressed, voice command)
– call event: reception of an operation called by another object

of the system
– change event: a change of a boolean variable based on the

estimation of a system variable
– temporal event (after orwhen): expired duration after(<dura-

tion>), or absolute time when(date=hdatei)
! guard is a condition estimated only if the event occurs
! action is a list of actions performed instantly when the transi-
tion is triggered

In this method we use state diagrams to specify at the begin-
ning of a project, the different operational modes of the robot. This
diagram is also useful for the detailed design and implementation
of the robot controller, which is out of the scope of this paper.

2.2. HAZOP

HAZOP (HAZard OPerability) is a collaborative hazard identifi-
cation technique, developed in the 70’s, and is widely used in the
process industries. It is now standardized by the standard
IEC61882 (2001). Its success mainly lies in its simplicity and the
possibility to apply it at the very beginning of the development
process. It is also adaptable to the formalism used to describe a sys-
tem as presented in the standard DefStan00-58 (2000). HAZOP
does not consider failure modes as FMECA, but potential deviations
of the main parameters of the process. For each part of the system,
the identification of the deviation is systematically done with the
conjunction of:

! system parameters, e.g., in the case of an industrial process:
temperature, pressure, flow, etc.,

! guide words like: No, More, Less or Reverse.

The role of the guide word is to stimulate imaginative ideas and
initiate discussions. A proposed list of guide words is given in
Fig. 7. For instance, we can have the following conjunctions (e.g.,
for a chemical process):

Patient

MIRAS Robot

UC01
Strolling UC02

Standing up 
operation

Medical Staff

UC03
Sitting down 

operation

UC08
Alarm 

Handling

UC10

learning

Actor

Use case

Association

Studied system boundary

Fig. 2. Extract of MIRAS use case diagram from Guiochet et al. (2013).

Use Case Name [Name of the use case]
Actors [An actor is a person or other entity external to the system being 

specified who interacts with the system and performs use cases 
to accomplish tasks]

Preconditions [Activities that must take place, or any conditions that must be 
true, before the use case can be started]

Normal 
Flow

Description [User actions and system responses that will take place during 
execution of the use case under normal, expected conditions.]

Postconditions [State of the system at the conclusion of the use case execution
with a normal flow (nominal) ]

Alternative flows and 
exceptions

[Major alternative flows or exceptions that may occur in the flow 
of event]

Non functional 
requirements

[All non-functional requirement : e.g., dependability (safety, 
reliability, etc.), performance, ergonomic ]

Fig. 3. Use case textual description template.
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Patient

MIRAS Robot

UC01
Strolling UC02

Standing up 
operation

Medical Staff

UC03
Sitting down 

operation

UC08
Alarm 

Handling

UC10

learning

Actor

Use case

Association

Studied system boundary

! Temperature " More? Temperature too high,
! Flow " Reverse? Product flow reversal.

For each deviation, the procedure is then to investigate causes,
consequences and protection, and produce document usually in a
table form (similar to FMECA), with columns like: Guide word,

Element, Deviation, Possible causes, Consequences, Safeguards,
Comments, Actions required, etc.

Even though the HAZOP method has proved to be efficient, the
results may be questionable when the boundary of the study is too
vast or not well defined, or when the guide words are either too
numerous or too limited for the analysis to be relevant. Another
limitation is that there is no systematic method to adapt the guide
words to the considered domain, so adaptation depends on the
expertise of the initiators of the method. Additionally, the HAZOP
method needs the allocation of human resources and suffers from
combinatorial explosion when too many deviations are considered
or when the analysts go into too much details. Hence, the success
of a HAZOP study depends greatly on the ability of the analyst and
the interactions between team members. The choice of the consid-
ered ‘‘system parameters”, is of high importance, because all the
study relies on it. The HAZOP–UML method proposed in this paper
is aimed at providing more guidance to analysts to identify which
parameters they have to consider.

3. HAZOP–UML

One main issue when applying HAZOP is to identify the system
parameters. We propose to use UML to partition and describe the
system. The considered parameters will be then some elements
of the UML diagrams. In this section we will give guidelines to
identify those parameters, and the associated guide words to iden-
tify possible deviations. This work is the result of several applica-
tions and refinement, and may also be completed or modified by
the analysts. Even if our objective is to propose a systematic
approach, it is important to note that HAZOP–UML does not iden-
tify all hazards. First because no single hazard identification tech-
nique is actually capable of finding all the hazards (Cantrell and
Clemens, 2009), and also because we will focus on the identifica-
tion of the operational hazards, i.e., hazards linked to the
human–robot interactions, through dynamic models of the system.

As already presented, we propose to focus on the three main
dynamic UML diagrams: use case, sequence and state diagrams.
For those diagrams, some generic deviations are presented in Sec-
tion 3.1. The whole process is then introduced in Sections 3.2, and
3.3 presents a prototype of a tool for HAZOP–UML.

Use case name UC02. Standing up operation
Abstract The patient stands up with the help of the robot
Precondition The patient is sitting down

The robot is waiting for the standing up 
operation
Battery charge is sufficient to do this task and to 
help the patient to sit down
The robot is in front of the patient

Postcondition The patient is standing up
The robot is in admittance mode

Invariant The patient holds both handles of the robot
The robot is in standing up mode
Physiological parameters are acceptable

Fig. 4. UC02 use case textual description with pre, post conditions and invariant.

:Patient

: MIRASRobot

1: catchHandles()

2: initiateStandingUp(force)
2.1 : activate
StandingUpMode() 

3. patientStandingUp()

3.1 : courseAssistance()

4 : [end of course] 
activateStrollingMode

Time

sd Standing up nominal

1.1 : detectCatching()

Lifeline

Message 
signature

Message argument

(Sending) 
Occurrence (Receiving) 

Occurrence

Interaction constraint
(Guard condition)

Interaction

Fig. 5. Sequence diagram for the nominal scenario of UC01: Standing up operation.

PhysicalInteraction

Assistance

Idle

Alarm

StandingUp

Strolling

SittingDownBalance
Management

H

physiological problem 
/ sendAlarm()

[two handles catched] 
initStandingUp

release of handles

end of sitting 
down

end of course

end of strolling

end of unbalanced

unbalance

medical staff 
intervention

Initial state

Final state

Event Action

State

Super state

Condition

History 
operator

Fig. 6. Simplified version of MIRAS state machine.
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! Temperature " More? Temperature too high,
! Flow " Reverse? Product flow reversal.

For each deviation, the procedure is then to investigate causes,
consequences and protection, and produce document usually in a
table form (similar to FMECA), with columns like: Guide word,

Element, Deviation, Possible causes, Consequences, Safeguards,
Comments, Actions required, etc.

Even though the HAZOP method has proved to be efficient, the
results may be questionable when the boundary of the study is too
vast or not well defined, or when the guide words are either too
numerous or too limited for the analysis to be relevant. Another
limitation is that there is no systematic method to adapt the guide
words to the considered domain, so adaptation depends on the
expertise of the initiators of the method. Additionally, the HAZOP
method needs the allocation of human resources and suffers from
combinatorial explosion when too many deviations are considered
or when the analysts go into too much details. Hence, the success
of a HAZOP study depends greatly on the ability of the analyst and
the interactions between team members. The choice of the consid-
ered ‘‘system parameters”, is of high importance, because all the
study relies on it. The HAZOP–UML method proposed in this paper
is aimed at providing more guidance to analysts to identify which
parameters they have to consider.

3. HAZOP–UML

One main issue when applying HAZOP is to identify the system
parameters. We propose to use UML to partition and describe the
system. The considered parameters will be then some elements
of the UML diagrams. In this section we will give guidelines to
identify those parameters, and the associated guide words to iden-
tify possible deviations. This work is the result of several applica-
tions and refinement, and may also be completed or modified by
the analysts. Even if our objective is to propose a systematic
approach, it is important to note that HAZOP–UML does not iden-
tify all hazards. First because no single hazard identification tech-
nique is actually capable of finding all the hazards (Cantrell and
Clemens, 2009), and also because we will focus on the identifica-
tion of the operational hazards, i.e., hazards linked to the
human–robot interactions, through dynamic models of the system.

As already presented, we propose to focus on the three main
dynamic UML diagrams: use case, sequence and state diagrams.
For those diagrams, some generic deviations are presented in Sec-
tion 3.1. The whole process is then introduced in Sections 3.2, and
3.3 presents a prototype of a tool for HAZOP–UML.

Use case name UC02. Standing up operation
Abstract The patient stands up with the help of the robot
Precondition The patient is sitting down

The robot is waiting for the standing up 
operation
Battery charge is sufficient to do this task and to 
help the patient to sit down
The robot is in front of the patient

Postcondition The patient is standing up
The robot is in admittance mode

Invariant The patient holds both handles of the robot
The robot is in standing up mode
Physiological parameters are acceptable

Fig. 4. UC02 use case textual description with pre, post conditions and invariant.

:Patient

: MIRASRobot

1: catchHandles()

2: initiateStandingUp(force)
2.1 : activate
StandingUpMode() 

3. patientStandingUp()

3.1 : courseAssistance()

4 : [end of course] 
activateStrollingMode

Time

sd Standing up nominal

1.1 : detectCatching()

Lifeline

Message 
signature

Message argument

(Sending) 
Occurrence (Receiving) 

Occurrence

Interaction constraint
(Guard condition)

Interaction

Fig. 5. Sequence diagram for the nominal scenario of UC01: Standing up operation.

PhysicalInteraction

Assistance

Idle

Alarm

StandingUp

Strolling

SittingDownBalance
Management

H

physiological problem 
/ sendAlarm()

[two handles catched] 
initStandingUp

release of handles

end of sitting 
down

end of course

end of strolling

end of unbalanced

unbalance

medical staff 
intervention

Initial state

Final state

Event Action

State

Super state

Condition

History 
operator

Fig. 6. Simplified version of MIRAS state machine.
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exchanged between actors and the system are represented along
their lifelines. In our case three types of messages are used:

! indirect interaction through robot teach pendant (hardware or
software interfaces),

! cognitive interaction, e.g., gesture or voice/audio signals are
exchanged,

! physical interaction, direct contact between physical structure of
the robot and the user.

In the example of Fig. 5, the messages are all physical contacts,
so we did not add this information which can be done using a UML
annotation. In UML, a sequence diagram is a representation of an
Interaction, where actors and the system (Lifeline), send some Mes-
sage that might have Arguments and Constraints. Here the message
2:initiateStandingUp is sent to the robot with a force exerced on the
handles. As the time increases from top to bottom, each message
has a sending and receiving occurrence event. It is also possible to
represent on a message a guard condition for its execution (e.g.,
[end of course] of message 4).

We recommend not to use the UML2 fragments (loops, alterna-
tives, etc.) but to rather use several diagrams to represent alterna-
tives flows for instance. We also recommend to draw a system
sequence diagram, i.e., representing only the actors and the system,
and not the internal objects of the system.

2.1.3. State machines
These deterministic automata diagrams are based on the state-

charts proposed by Harel (1987). A state machine is given for all
the objects with a dynamic behavior. An example is given in
Fig. 6 where the considered object is the MIRAS robot controller.
A transition is represented with an arrow between a start state
and a destination state, and can have the following facultative form
of event [guard]/ action(), where:

! event is the trigger element of the transition, which could be:
– signal event: asynchronous external event (e.g., button

pressed, voice command)
– call event: reception of an operation called by another object

of the system
– change event: a change of a boolean variable based on the

estimation of a system variable
– temporal event (after orwhen): expired duration after(<dura-

tion>), or absolute time when(date=hdatei)
! guard is a condition estimated only if the event occurs
! action is a list of actions performed instantly when the transi-
tion is triggered

In this method we use state diagrams to specify at the begin-
ning of a project, the different operational modes of the robot. This
diagram is also useful for the detailed design and implementation
of the robot controller, which is out of the scope of this paper.

2.2. HAZOP

HAZOP (HAZard OPerability) is a collaborative hazard identifi-
cation technique, developed in the 70’s, and is widely used in the
process industries. It is now standardized by the standard
IEC61882 (2001). Its success mainly lies in its simplicity and the
possibility to apply it at the very beginning of the development
process. It is also adaptable to the formalism used to describe a sys-
tem as presented in the standard DefStan00-58 (2000). HAZOP
does not consider failure modes as FMECA, but potential deviations
of the main parameters of the process. For each part of the system,
the identification of the deviation is systematically done with the
conjunction of:

! system parameters, e.g., in the case of an industrial process:
temperature, pressure, flow, etc.,

! guide words like: No, More, Less or Reverse.

The role of the guide word is to stimulate imaginative ideas and
initiate discussions. A proposed list of guide words is given in
Fig. 7. For instance, we can have the following conjunctions (e.g.,
for a chemical process):

Patient

MIRAS Robot

UC01
Strolling UC02

Standing up 
operation

Medical Staff

UC03
Sitting down 

operation

UC08
Alarm 

Handling

UC10

learning

Actor

Use case

Association

Studied system boundary

Fig. 2. Extract of MIRAS use case diagram from Guiochet et al. (2013).

Use Case Name [Name of the use case]
Actors [An actor is a person or other entity external to the system being 

specified who interacts with the system and performs use cases 
to accomplish tasks]

Preconditions [Activities that must take place, or any conditions that must be 
true, before the use case can be started]

Normal 
Flow

Description [User actions and system responses that will take place during 
execution of the use case under normal, expected conditions.]

Postconditions [State of the system at the conclusion of the use case execution
with a normal flow (nominal) ]

Alternative flows and 
exceptions

[Major alternative flows or exceptions that may occur in the flow 
of event]

Non functional 
requirements

[All non-functional requirement : e.g., dependability (safety, 
reliability, etc.), performance, ergonomic ]

Fig. 3. Use case textual description template.
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! Temperature " More? Temperature too high,
! Flow " Reverse? Product flow reversal.

For each deviation, the procedure is then to investigate causes,
consequences and protection, and produce document usually in a
table form (similar to FMECA), with columns like: Guide word,

Element, Deviation, Possible causes, Consequences, Safeguards,
Comments, Actions required, etc.

Even though the HAZOP method has proved to be efficient, the
results may be questionable when the boundary of the study is too
vast or not well defined, or when the guide words are either too
numerous or too limited for the analysis to be relevant. Another
limitation is that there is no systematic method to adapt the guide
words to the considered domain, so adaptation depends on the
expertise of the initiators of the method. Additionally, the HAZOP
method needs the allocation of human resources and suffers from
combinatorial explosion when too many deviations are considered
or when the analysts go into too much details. Hence, the success
of a HAZOP study depends greatly on the ability of the analyst and
the interactions between team members. The choice of the consid-
ered ‘‘system parameters”, is of high importance, because all the
study relies on it. The HAZOP–UML method proposed in this paper
is aimed at providing more guidance to analysts to identify which
parameters they have to consider.

3. HAZOP–UML

One main issue when applying HAZOP is to identify the system
parameters. We propose to use UML to partition and describe the
system. The considered parameters will be then some elements
of the UML diagrams. In this section we will give guidelines to
identify those parameters, and the associated guide words to iden-
tify possible deviations. This work is the result of several applica-
tions and refinement, and may also be completed or modified by
the analysts. Even if our objective is to propose a systematic
approach, it is important to note that HAZOP–UML does not iden-
tify all hazards. First because no single hazard identification tech-
nique is actually capable of finding all the hazards (Cantrell and
Clemens, 2009), and also because we will focus on the identifica-
tion of the operational hazards, i.e., hazards linked to the
human–robot interactions, through dynamic models of the system.

As already presented, we propose to focus on the three main
dynamic UML diagrams: use case, sequence and state diagrams.
For those diagrams, some generic deviations are presented in Sec-
tion 3.1. The whole process is then introduced in Sections 3.2, and
3.3 presents a prototype of a tool for HAZOP–UML.

Use case name UC02. Standing up operation
Abstract The patient stands up with the help of the robot
Precondition The patient is sitting down

The robot is waiting for the standing up 
operation
Battery charge is sufficient to do this task and to 
help the patient to sit down
The robot is in front of the patient

Postcondition The patient is standing up
The robot is in admittance mode

Invariant The patient holds both handles of the robot
The robot is in standing up mode
Physiological parameters are acceptable

Fig. 4. UC02 use case textual description with pre, post conditions and invariant.

:Patient

: MIRASRobot

1: catchHandles()

2: initiateStandingUp(force)
2.1 : activate
StandingUpMode() 

3. patientStandingUp()

3.1 : courseAssistance()

4 : [end of course] 
activateStrollingMode

Time

sd Standing up nominal

1.1 : detectCatching()

Lifeline

Message 
signature

Message argument

(Sending) 
Occurrence (Receiving) 

Occurrence

Interaction constraint
(Guard condition)

Interaction

Fig. 5. Sequence diagram for the nominal scenario of UC01: Standing up operation.
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Fig. 6. Simplified version of MIRAS state machine.
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! Temperature " More? Temperature too high,
! Flow " Reverse? Product flow reversal.

For each deviation, the procedure is then to investigate causes,
consequences and protection, and produce document usually in a
table form (similar to FMECA), with columns like: Guide word,

Element, Deviation, Possible causes, Consequences, Safeguards,
Comments, Actions required, etc.

Even though the HAZOP method has proved to be efficient, the
results may be questionable when the boundary of the study is too
vast or not well defined, or when the guide words are either too
numerous or too limited for the analysis to be relevant. Another
limitation is that there is no systematic method to adapt the guide
words to the considered domain, so adaptation depends on the
expertise of the initiators of the method. Additionally, the HAZOP
method needs the allocation of human resources and suffers from
combinatorial explosion when too many deviations are considered
or when the analysts go into too much details. Hence, the success
of a HAZOP study depends greatly on the ability of the analyst and
the interactions between team members. The choice of the consid-
ered ‘‘system parameters”, is of high importance, because all the
study relies on it. The HAZOP–UML method proposed in this paper
is aimed at providing more guidance to analysts to identify which
parameters they have to consider.

3. HAZOP–UML

One main issue when applying HAZOP is to identify the system
parameters. We propose to use UML to partition and describe the
system. The considered parameters will be then some elements
of the UML diagrams. In this section we will give guidelines to
identify those parameters, and the associated guide words to iden-
tify possible deviations. This work is the result of several applica-
tions and refinement, and may also be completed or modified by
the analysts. Even if our objective is to propose a systematic
approach, it is important to note that HAZOP–UML does not iden-
tify all hazards. First because no single hazard identification tech-
nique is actually capable of finding all the hazards (Cantrell and
Clemens, 2009), and also because we will focus on the identifica-
tion of the operational hazards, i.e., hazards linked to the
human–robot interactions, through dynamic models of the system.

As already presented, we propose to focus on the three main
dynamic UML diagrams: use case, sequence and state diagrams.
For those diagrams, some generic deviations are presented in Sec-
tion 3.1. The whole process is then introduced in Sections 3.2, and
3.3 presents a prototype of a tool for HAZOP–UML.

Use case name UC02. Standing up operation
Abstract The patient stands up with the help of the robot
Precondition The patient is sitting down

The robot is waiting for the standing up 
operation
Battery charge is sufficient to do this task and to 
help the patient to sit down
The robot is in front of the patient

Postcondition The patient is standing up
The robot is in admittance mode

Invariant The patient holds both handles of the robot
The robot is in standing up mode
Physiological parameters are acceptable

Fig. 4. UC02 use case textual description with pre, post conditions and invariant.

:Patient

: MIRASRobot

1: catchHandles()

2: initiateStandingUp(force)
2.1 : activate
StandingUpMode() 

3. patientStandingUp()

3.1 : courseAssistance()

4 : [end of course] 
activateStrollingMode

Time

sd Standing up nominal

1.1 : detectCatching()

Lifeline

Message 
signature

Message argument

(Sending) 
Occurrence (Receiving) 

Occurrence

Interaction constraint
(Guard condition)

Interaction

Fig. 5. Sequence diagram for the nominal scenario of UC01: Standing up operation.
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Fig. 6. Simplified version of MIRAS state machine.
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! Temperature " More? Temperature too high,
! Flow " Reverse? Product flow reversal.

For each deviation, the procedure is then to investigate causes,
consequences and protection, and produce document usually in a
table form (similar to FMECA), with columns like: Guide word,

Element, Deviation, Possible causes, Consequences, Safeguards,
Comments, Actions required, etc.

Even though the HAZOP method has proved to be efficient, the
results may be questionable when the boundary of the study is too
vast or not well defined, or when the guide words are either too
numerous or too limited for the analysis to be relevant. Another
limitation is that there is no systematic method to adapt the guide
words to the considered domain, so adaptation depends on the
expertise of the initiators of the method. Additionally, the HAZOP
method needs the allocation of human resources and suffers from
combinatorial explosion when too many deviations are considered
or when the analysts go into too much details. Hence, the success
of a HAZOP study depends greatly on the ability of the analyst and
the interactions between team members. The choice of the consid-
ered ‘‘system parameters”, is of high importance, because all the
study relies on it. The HAZOP–UML method proposed in this paper
is aimed at providing more guidance to analysts to identify which
parameters they have to consider.

3. HAZOP–UML

One main issue when applying HAZOP is to identify the system
parameters. We propose to use UML to partition and describe the
system. The considered parameters will be then some elements
of the UML diagrams. In this section we will give guidelines to
identify those parameters, and the associated guide words to iden-
tify possible deviations. This work is the result of several applica-
tions and refinement, and may also be completed or modified by
the analysts. Even if our objective is to propose a systematic
approach, it is important to note that HAZOP–UML does not iden-
tify all hazards. First because no single hazard identification tech-
nique is actually capable of finding all the hazards (Cantrell and
Clemens, 2009), and also because we will focus on the identifica-
tion of the operational hazards, i.e., hazards linked to the
human–robot interactions, through dynamic models of the system.

As already presented, we propose to focus on the three main
dynamic UML diagrams: use case, sequence and state diagrams.
For those diagrams, some generic deviations are presented in Sec-
tion 3.1. The whole process is then introduced in Sections 3.2, and
3.3 presents a prototype of a tool for HAZOP–UML.

Use case name UC02. Standing up operation
Abstract The patient stands up with the help of the robot
Precondition The patient is sitting down

The robot is waiting for the standing up 
operation
Battery charge is sufficient to do this task and to 
help the patient to sit down
The robot is in front of the patient

Postcondition The patient is standing up
The robot is in admittance mode

Invariant The patient holds both handles of the robot
The robot is in standing up mode
Physiological parameters are acceptable

Fig. 4. UC02 use case textual description with pre, post conditions and invariant.

:Patient

: MIRASRobot

1: catchHandles()

2: initiateStandingUp(force)
2.1 : activate
StandingUpMode() 

3. patientStandingUp()

3.1 : courseAssistance()

4 : [end of course] 
activateStrollingMode

Time

sd Standing up nominal

1.1 : detectCatching()

Lifeline

Message 
signature

Message argument

(Sending) 
Occurrence (Receiving) 

Occurrence

Interaction constraint
(Guard condition)

Interaction

Fig. 5. Sequence diagram for the nominal scenario of UC01: Standing up operation.
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Fig. 6. Simplified version of MIRAS state machine.
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! Temperature " More? Temperature too high,
! Flow " Reverse? Product flow reversal.

For each deviation, the procedure is then to investigate causes,
consequences and protection, and produce document usually in a
table form (similar to FMECA), with columns like: Guide word,

Element, Deviation, Possible causes, Consequences, Safeguards,
Comments, Actions required, etc.

Even though the HAZOP method has proved to be efficient, the
results may be questionable when the boundary of the study is too
vast or not well defined, or when the guide words are either too
numerous or too limited for the analysis to be relevant. Another
limitation is that there is no systematic method to adapt the guide
words to the considered domain, so adaptation depends on the
expertise of the initiators of the method. Additionally, the HAZOP
method needs the allocation of human resources and suffers from
combinatorial explosion when too many deviations are considered
or when the analysts go into too much details. Hence, the success
of a HAZOP study depends greatly on the ability of the analyst and
the interactions between team members. The choice of the consid-
ered ‘‘system parameters”, is of high importance, because all the
study relies on it. The HAZOP–UML method proposed in this paper
is aimed at providing more guidance to analysts to identify which
parameters they have to consider.

3. HAZOP–UML

One main issue when applying HAZOP is to identify the system
parameters. We propose to use UML to partition and describe the
system. The considered parameters will be then some elements
of the UML diagrams. In this section we will give guidelines to
identify those parameters, and the associated guide words to iden-
tify possible deviations. This work is the result of several applica-
tions and refinement, and may also be completed or modified by
the analysts. Even if our objective is to propose a systematic
approach, it is important to note that HAZOP–UML does not iden-
tify all hazards. First because no single hazard identification tech-
nique is actually capable of finding all the hazards (Cantrell and
Clemens, 2009), and also because we will focus on the identifica-
tion of the operational hazards, i.e., hazards linked to the
human–robot interactions, through dynamic models of the system.

As already presented, we propose to focus on the three main
dynamic UML diagrams: use case, sequence and state diagrams.
For those diagrams, some generic deviations are presented in Sec-
tion 3.1. The whole process is then introduced in Sections 3.2, and
3.3 presents a prototype of a tool for HAZOP–UML.

Use case name UC02. Standing up operation
Abstract The patient stands up with the help of the robot
Precondition The patient is sitting down

The robot is waiting for the standing up 
operation
Battery charge is sufficient to do this task and to 
help the patient to sit down
The robot is in front of the patient

Postcondition The patient is standing up
The robot is in admittance mode

Invariant The patient holds both handles of the robot
The robot is in standing up mode
Physiological parameters are acceptable

Fig. 4. UC02 use case textual description with pre, post conditions and invariant.

:Patient

: MIRASRobot

1: catchHandles()

2: initiateStandingUp(force)
2.1 : activate
StandingUpMode() 

3. patientStandingUp()

3.1 : courseAssistance()

4 : [end of course] 
activateStrollingMode

Time

sd Standing up nominal

1.1 : detectCatching()

Lifeline

Message 
signature

Message argument

(Sending) 
Occurrence (Receiving) 
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Interaction constraint
(Guard condition)

Interaction

Fig. 5. Sequence diagram for the nominal scenario of UC01: Standing up operation.
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! Temperature " More? Temperature too high,
! Flow " Reverse? Product flow reversal.

For each deviation, the procedure is then to investigate causes,
consequences and protection, and produce document usually in a
table form (similar to FMECA), with columns like: Guide word,

Element, Deviation, Possible causes, Consequences, Safeguards,
Comments, Actions required, etc.

Even though the HAZOP method has proved to be efficient, the
results may be questionable when the boundary of the study is too
vast or not well defined, or when the guide words are either too
numerous or too limited for the analysis to be relevant. Another
limitation is that there is no systematic method to adapt the guide
words to the considered domain, so adaptation depends on the
expertise of the initiators of the method. Additionally, the HAZOP
method needs the allocation of human resources and suffers from
combinatorial explosion when too many deviations are considered
or when the analysts go into too much details. Hence, the success
of a HAZOP study depends greatly on the ability of the analyst and
the interactions between team members. The choice of the consid-
ered ‘‘system parameters”, is of high importance, because all the
study relies on it. The HAZOP–UML method proposed in this paper
is aimed at providing more guidance to analysts to identify which
parameters they have to consider.

3. HAZOP–UML

One main issue when applying HAZOP is to identify the system
parameters. We propose to use UML to partition and describe the
system. The considered parameters will be then some elements
of the UML diagrams. In this section we will give guidelines to
identify those parameters, and the associated guide words to iden-
tify possible deviations. This work is the result of several applica-
tions and refinement, and may also be completed or modified by
the analysts. Even if our objective is to propose a systematic
approach, it is important to note that HAZOP–UML does not iden-
tify all hazards. First because no single hazard identification tech-
nique is actually capable of finding all the hazards (Cantrell and
Clemens, 2009), and also because we will focus on the identifica-
tion of the operational hazards, i.e., hazards linked to the
human–robot interactions, through dynamic models of the system.

As already presented, we propose to focus on the three main
dynamic UML diagrams: use case, sequence and state diagrams.
For those diagrams, some generic deviations are presented in Sec-
tion 3.1. The whole process is then introduced in Sections 3.2, and
3.3 presents a prototype of a tool for HAZOP–UML.

Use case name UC02. Standing up operation
Abstract The patient stands up with the help of the robot
Precondition The patient is sitting down

The robot is waiting for the standing up 
operation
Battery charge is sufficient to do this task and to 
help the patient to sit down
The robot is in front of the patient

Postcondition The patient is standing up
The robot is in admittance mode

Invariant The patient holds both handles of the robot
The robot is in standing up mode
Physiological parameters are acceptable

Fig. 4. UC02 use case textual description with pre, post conditions and invariant.

:Patient

: MIRASRobot

1: catchHandles()

2: initiateStandingUp(force)
2.1 : activate
StandingUpMode() 

3. patientStandingUp()

3.1 : courseAssistance()

4 : [end of course] 
activateStrollingMode

Time

sd Standing up nominal

1.1 : detectCatching()

Lifeline

Message 
signature

Message argument

(Sending) 
Occurrence (Receiving) 
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Interaction constraint
(Guard condition)

Interaction

Fig. 5. Sequence diagram for the nominal scenario of UC01: Standing up operation.
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Fig. 6. Simplified version of MIRAS state machine.
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! Temperature " More? Temperature too high,
! Flow " Reverse? Product flow reversal.

For each deviation, the procedure is then to investigate causes,
consequences and protection, and produce document usually in a
table form (similar to FMECA), with columns like: Guide word,

Element, Deviation, Possible causes, Consequences, Safeguards,
Comments, Actions required, etc.

Even though the HAZOP method has proved to be efficient, the
results may be questionable when the boundary of the study is too
vast or not well defined, or when the guide words are either too
numerous or too limited for the analysis to be relevant. Another
limitation is that there is no systematic method to adapt the guide
words to the considered domain, so adaptation depends on the
expertise of the initiators of the method. Additionally, the HAZOP
method needs the allocation of human resources and suffers from
combinatorial explosion when too many deviations are considered
or when the analysts go into too much details. Hence, the success
of a HAZOP study depends greatly on the ability of the analyst and
the interactions between team members. The choice of the consid-
ered ‘‘system parameters”, is of high importance, because all the
study relies on it. The HAZOP–UML method proposed in this paper
is aimed at providing more guidance to analysts to identify which
parameters they have to consider.

3. HAZOP–UML

One main issue when applying HAZOP is to identify the system
parameters. We propose to use UML to partition and describe the
system. The considered parameters will be then some elements
of the UML diagrams. In this section we will give guidelines to
identify those parameters, and the associated guide words to iden-
tify possible deviations. This work is the result of several applica-
tions and refinement, and may also be completed or modified by
the analysts. Even if our objective is to propose a systematic
approach, it is important to note that HAZOP–UML does not iden-
tify all hazards. First because no single hazard identification tech-
nique is actually capable of finding all the hazards (Cantrell and
Clemens, 2009), and also because we will focus on the identifica-
tion of the operational hazards, i.e., hazards linked to the
human–robot interactions, through dynamic models of the system.

As already presented, we propose to focus on the three main
dynamic UML diagrams: use case, sequence and state diagrams.
For those diagrams, some generic deviations are presented in Sec-
tion 3.1. The whole process is then introduced in Sections 3.2, and
3.3 presents a prototype of a tool for HAZOP–UML.

Use case name UC02. Standing up operation
Abstract The patient stands up with the help of the robot
Precondition The patient is sitting down

The robot is waiting for the standing up 
operation
Battery charge is sufficient to do this task and to 
help the patient to sit down
The robot is in front of the patient

Postcondition The patient is standing up
The robot is in admittance mode

Invariant The patient holds both handles of the robot
The robot is in standing up mode
Physiological parameters are acceptable

Fig. 4. UC02 use case textual description with pre, post conditions and invariant.

:Patient

: MIRASRobot

1: catchHandles()

2: initiateStandingUp(force)
2.1 : activate
StandingUpMode() 

3. patientStandingUp()

3.1 : courseAssistance()

4 : [end of course] 
activateStrollingMode

Time

sd Standing up nominal

1.1 : detectCatching()

Lifeline

Message 
signature

Message argument
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Occurrence (Receiving) 
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Interaction constraint
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Interaction

Fig. 5. Sequence diagram for the nominal scenario of UC01: Standing up operation.
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! Temperature " More? Temperature too high,
! Flow " Reverse? Product flow reversal.

For each deviation, the procedure is then to investigate causes,
consequences and protection, and produce document usually in a
table form (similar to FMECA), with columns like: Guide word,

Element, Deviation, Possible causes, Consequences, Safeguards,
Comments, Actions required, etc.

Even though the HAZOP method has proved to be efficient, the
results may be questionable when the boundary of the study is too
vast or not well defined, or when the guide words are either too
numerous or too limited for the analysis to be relevant. Another
limitation is that there is no systematic method to adapt the guide
words to the considered domain, so adaptation depends on the
expertise of the initiators of the method. Additionally, the HAZOP
method needs the allocation of human resources and suffers from
combinatorial explosion when too many deviations are considered
or when the analysts go into too much details. Hence, the success
of a HAZOP study depends greatly on the ability of the analyst and
the interactions between team members. The choice of the consid-
ered ‘‘system parameters”, is of high importance, because all the
study relies on it. The HAZOP–UML method proposed in this paper
is aimed at providing more guidance to analysts to identify which
parameters they have to consider.

3. HAZOP–UML

One main issue when applying HAZOP is to identify the system
parameters. We propose to use UML to partition and describe the
system. The considered parameters will be then some elements
of the UML diagrams. In this section we will give guidelines to
identify those parameters, and the associated guide words to iden-
tify possible deviations. This work is the result of several applica-
tions and refinement, and may also be completed or modified by
the analysts. Even if our objective is to propose a systematic
approach, it is important to note that HAZOP–UML does not iden-
tify all hazards. First because no single hazard identification tech-
nique is actually capable of finding all the hazards (Cantrell and
Clemens, 2009), and also because we will focus on the identifica-
tion of the operational hazards, i.e., hazards linked to the
human–robot interactions, through dynamic models of the system.

As already presented, we propose to focus on the three main
dynamic UML diagrams: use case, sequence and state diagrams.
For those diagrams, some generic deviations are presented in Sec-
tion 3.1. The whole process is then introduced in Sections 3.2, and
3.3 presents a prototype of a tool for HAZOP–UML.

Use case name UC02. Standing up operation
Abstract The patient stands up with the help of the robot
Precondition The patient is sitting down

The robot is waiting for the standing up 
operation
Battery charge is sufficient to do this task and to 
help the patient to sit down
The robot is in front of the patient

Postcondition The patient is standing up
The robot is in admittance mode

Invariant The patient holds both handles of the robot
The robot is in standing up mode
Physiological parameters are acceptable

Fig. 4. UC02 use case textual description with pre, post conditions and invariant.
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: MIRASRobot

1: catchHandles()

2: initiateStandingUp(force)
2.1 : activate
StandingUpMode() 
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Time
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Message 
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Message argument
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Fig. 5. Sequence diagram for the nominal scenario of UC01: Standing up operation.
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                                       Date:           
Prepared by:

Revised by:     

Line Number Attribute  Guide
word Deviation Use Case 

Effect
Real World 

Effect Severity Possible 
Causes

Safety 
Recommandation Remarks Hazard 

Num.

UC02.15

Battery 
charge is 

sufficient to 
do this task 
and to help 

the patient to 
sit down 

(precond)

No/
none

Battery 
charge is too 
low but the 
robot starts 
the standing 
up operation

The robot 
interrupts its 
movement 

(standing up 
or walking)

Loss of 
balance or fall 
of the patient

Serious

HW/SW 
Failure

Specification 
error

Worst-case 
electrical 

consumption 
must be 

evaluated 
beforehand. Take 
the lower bound 
of the battery 

charge 
estimation

If the robot stops 
during standing 
operation, the 
most probable 
scenario is that 
the patient will 
fall back on the 

seat.

HN6

UC02.16 Other 
than

Battery 
charge is high 
enough but 
the robot 

thinks 
otherwise

Robot refuses 
to start stand 
up operation

Patient is 
confused None

HW/SW 
Failure

Specification 
error

None

Project: MIRAS 04/08/2009
HAZOP table number: UC02 DMG
Entity: UC02.Standing up operation JG

Figure 12: HAZOP-UML Table extract

12. Hazard Numbers: real world e↵ects are identified as hazards and as-
signed a number, helping the users to navigate between results of the
study and the HAZOP-UML tables.

In Figure 12 given example, a precondition of UC02 (previously presented in
Figure 4) is analyzed using the guide words No and Other than. It leads to
identify the hazard HN6 (Fall of the patient due to imbalance caused by the
robot).

The resulting documents are the tables as the raw artefacts, but also:

• a concatenated list of identified hazards

• a list of hypotheses made to perform the analysis, which need to be
confirmed by domain experts to validate the study

• a list of safety recommendations

All those documents reference each others using numbered labels for lines,
hazards (HN), recommendations (Rec), and hypothesis. Examples of a haz-
ard table and recommendation list are given in Figure 13 and Figure 14. As
an example, recommendation Rec2 from Figure 14, covers hazards HN6 (fall
of the patient), and has been formulated in the HAZOP table UC02 line 15
(UC02.15).
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Figure 8: Reduced concepts for specification of use cases

Entity = Use Case 

Attribute Guideword  Interpretation 

Preconditions/ 
Postconditions/ 

Invariants 

No/none The condition is not evaluated and can have any value  

Other than The condition is evaluated true whereas it is false, or vice versa 

As well as The condition is correctly evaluated but other unexpected conditions are true 

Part of 
 

The condition is partially evaluated 
Some conditions are missing 

Early The condition is evaluated earlier than required for correct synchronization 
with the environment 

Late The condition is evaluated later than required for correct synchronization with 
the environment 

 

Table 1: Guide words list and generic interpretation for use cases

be taken into account. We should then consider that the attributes of a use
case are: preconditions, postconditions, and invariants, which are all UML
Constraints. For this reason, we apply the classical HAZOP guide words to
the concept of constraint in a generic way and formulate an interpretation
to guide the analyst. The result of this work is given in Figure 1. Only
six guide words were interpreted, we also remove many redundancies in the
interpretation. Taking the example of use case “UC02 : standing up oper-
ation” described in Figure 4, the resulting combination of the precondition
“The robot is in front of the patient” with the guide word “No”, leads to
the following scenario: the patient tries to standup while the robot is not
properly positioned, this might induce excessive e↵ort for the patient and
a fall which is catastrophic in our case study. If we consider this use case,
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Num. Hazard Severity References

HN4 Fall of the patient without alarm or with a 
late alarm Severe UC13.SD01.29

HN5 Physiological problem of the patient 
without alarm or with a late alarm Severe UC03.SD02.57

HN6 Fall of the patient due to imbalance caused 
by the robot Severe UC12.SD01.19,30

HN7
Failure to switch to safe mode when a 
problem is detected. The robot keeps 
moving

Severe UC12.SD01.62,89

HN1 Incorrect position of the patient during 
robot use Serious UC13.SD01.1,2,3

Fig. 13. Hazard list extract.

Num. Safety recommandation Hazard 
Num. References

Rec1 The standing-up profile should be validated by a 
human operator 

HN8,
HN12 UC03.SD02.91,96

Rec2
Worst-case electrical consumption must be 
evaluated beforehand (and display of the mean 
battery time left by the robot)

HN6 UC02.15

Rec22
Send regularly a network heartbeat from the 
robot to the medical staff control panel. Launch 
alarm on time-out.

HN6 UC01.SD1.15,24

Rec31
Safety margins should determined for maximum 
and minimum height of the robot (monitoring is 
required)

HN8 UC03.SD02.91

Fig. 14. Recommendation list extract.

Fig. 15. Main view of the tool to support the HAZOP–UML method.
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•  HAZOP-UML	Tables	
•  Hazards	list	
•  Recommanda@ons	list	

                                       Date:           
Prepared by:

Revised by:     

                                                          Approved by:                            

Line 
Number Element Guideword Deviation

Use Case 
Effect

Real World 
Effect Severity

Possible 
Causes

Integrity 
Level 

Requirements

New Safety 
Requirements Remarks

Hazard 
Number

UC12 Ligne 1

Le patient est 
assis sur le 

siège 
(precondition)

No/none

Le patient n'est 
pas assis sur le 
siège du robot 
mais le robot 
pense que si

Le robot 
démarre la 

verticalisation

Le robot ne fait 
pas ce que le 

patient demande
Néant

Echec 
logiciel/matériel Néant

Capteur de pression 
sur le siège

UC12 Ligne 2 Other than ref L1

UC12 Ligne 3

Le patient est 
assis sur le 

siège mais le 
robot ne le 
détecte pas

Le robot est 
dans un 

mauvais mode

La base du robot 
peut bouger, 

provoquant la 
chute du patient

Sérieuse Echec 
logiciel/matériel

SIL2 : SW/HW 
détection de 

position du patient

Le robot doit vérifier 
la position du 
patient avant 
d'effectuer la 
verticalisation

HN6

UC12 Ligne 4 As well as N/A

UC12 Ligne 5 Part of Le patient est 
mal assis

Le robot passe 
en mode 

verticalisation 
du siège avec 
le patient mal 

assis

Déséquilibre/Chut
e du patient

Sérieuse

Echec 
logiciel/matériel

Le robot ne 
détecte pas car 

le poids du 
patient est trop 

faible

SIL2 : SW/HW 
détection de 

position du patient

Ajouter un loquet 
pour bloquer le 

siège à l'horizontal
Se renseigner sur le 
poids des patients

HN6

UC12 Ligne 6 Early N/A
UC12 Ligne 7 Late N/A

Invariant:       - Les indicateurs physiologiques indiquent un état acceptable
                      - Base du robot immobile

                      - Le robot est prêt à déambuler
Postcondition:   - Le patient est debout face au robot

Precondition: - Le patient est assis sur le siège

                      - Les batteries sont suffisamment chargées pour réaliser cette 
tâche + déverticalisation

Use case name: Se lever à partir du siège robot

Project: MIRAS
Use case description

29/04/10
HAZOP table number: UC12 Quynh Anh DO HOANG
Entity: UC12

Ligne Sévérité Recommandations de sécurité Danger Origine

1 Modérée
Déterminer les délais de réaction entre la détection et l'activation du 

mode déverticalisation sur siège du robot. Garantir la réaction dans les 
délais corrects.

HN12 UC13.SD01 
Ligne 29

2 Modérée Etablir les délais de réactions pour assurer la synchronisation correcte 
entre la descente des poignées et la déverticalisation du patient HN13 UC03.SD02 

Ligne 57

3 Modérée La force de l'actionneur ne doit pas "éjecter" le patient. HN12,HN
13

UC12.SD01 
Ligne 19,30

4 Modérée
Maintenir le blocage des roues pendant un temps MIN sans dépasser un 
temps MAX. Vérification de la position de la position du patient avant le 

déblocage.

HN12,HN
13

UC12.SD01 
Ligne 62,89

5 Modérée Etude de la posibilité d'un profil de la déverticalisation sur siège. HN2 UC13.SD01 
Ligne 1,2,3

6 Modérée Le patient doit pouvoir forcer les vérins en s'appuyant sur le siège pour 
s'asseoir

HN6,HN1
2

UC13.SD01 
Ligne 

18,19,78,85

7 Modérée Il faut s'assurer de la bonne synchronisation des actions du robot HN6 UC13.SD01 
Ligne 80

8 Sérieuse Assurer que l'ordre envoyé au moteur correspond à la déverticalisation HN12 UC03.SD02 
Ligne 53

9 Sérieuse Définir des limites sur la vitesse des poignées. HN12 UC03.SD02 
Ligne 55

10 Sérieuse Coupler (si possible physiquement) les deux bras pendant la 
déverticalisation. HN12 UC03.SD02 

Ligne 59

11 Sérieuse  Forcer physiquement les limites en hauteurs des poignées (déterminer 
les valeurs maximum) HN8 UC03.SD02 

Ligne 91

12 Sérieuse Validation du profil par opérateur humain. HN8,HN1
2

UC03.SD02 
Ligne 91,96

13 Sérieuse Ajouter la précondition "le patient tient le robot par les deux poignées" HN2
UC03bis Ligne 

4 ; UC13 
Ligne 4

Danger Description Sévérité Origine

HN4 Chute du patient sans alarme ou avec 
alarme tardive Sévère UC13.SD01 Ligne 29

HN5 Problème physiologique du patient sans 
alarme ou avec alarme tardive Sévère UC03.SD02 Ligne 57

HN6 Chute du patient provoquée par le robot Sévère UC12.SD01 Ligne 
19,30

HN7 Défaut de passage en mode sûr Sévère UC12.SD01 Ligne 
62,89

HN1 Posture incorrecte du patient pendant 
l'utilisation du robot Sérieuse UC13.SD01 Ligne 

1,2,3

HN2 Chute du patient pendant l'utilisation du 
robot Sérieuse UC13.SD01 Ligne 

18,19,78,85

HN3 Arrêt total du robot pendant l'utilisation 
(absence d'énergie) Sérieuse UC13.SD01 Ligne 80

HN8 Le robot coince le patient Sérieuse UC03.SD02 Ligne 53

HN9 Collision entre le robot et le patient Sérieuse UC03.SD02 Ligne 55

HN10 Collision entre le robot et une personne 
autre que le patient Sérieuse UC03.SD02 Ligne 59

HN11 Gêne du personnel médical pendant une 
intervention Modérée UC03.SD02 Ligne 91

HN12 Déséquilibre du patient provoqué par le 
robot Modérée UC03.SD02 Ligne 

91,96

HN13 Fatigue du patient Mineure UC03bis Ligne 4 ; 
UC13 Ligne 4



Application 

•  Case study: [change name here] 
– Textual specification and/or vidéo 
– UML diagrams 
– HAZOP-UML analysis 
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